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Abstract: A new setup named Fast On-line Reaction
Apparatus (FORA) is presented which allows for the effi-
cient investigation and optimization of metal carbonyl
complex (MCC) formation reactions under various reaction
conditions. The setup contains a 252Cf-source producing
short-lived Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh isotopes at a rate of a few
atoms per second by its 3% spontaneous fission decay
branch. Those atoms are transformed within FORA in-situ
into volatile metal carbonyl complexes (MCCs) by using
CO-containing carrier gases. Here, the design, operation
and performance of FORA is discussed, revealing it as a
suitable setup for performing single-atom chemistry
studies. The influence of various gas-additives, such as
CO2, CH4, H2, Ar, O2, H2O and ambient air, on the formation
and transport of MCCs was investigated. O2, H2O and air
were found to harm the formation and transport of MCCs in
FORA, with H2O being the most severe. An exception is Tc,
for which about 130 ppmv of H2O caused an increased
production and transport of volatile compounds. The other
gas-additives were not influencing the formation and
transport efficiency of MCCs. Using an older setup called
Miss Piggy based on a similar working principle as FORA, it
was additionally investigated if gas-additives are mostly
affecting the formation or only the transport stability of
MCCs. It was found that mostly formation is impacted, as
MCCs appear to bemuch less sensitive to reacting with gas-
additives in comparison to the bare Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh
atoms.

Keywords: carbonyl complexes; single atom chemistry;
transition metals.

1 Introduction

Metal carbonyl complexes (MCCs) and their derivatives are an
important class of substances in modern chemistry. Their
relevance includes being reagents and catalysts in synthesis
[1, 2], and potential pharmaceuticals [3–6]. In macro-
chemistry, MCCs are usually synthesized under high pres-
sures of CO-gas and elevated temperatures from either a
metal powder or metal compound. Reduction agents or
catalysts are often employed, whereas only a few MCCs,
like Ni(CO)4 and Fe(CO)5, can be synthesized by simply
combining the correspondingmetal powderswith CO [1, 7, 8].
It was recently discovered that MCCs can be synthesized at
room temperature and ambient pressure under single-atom
chemistry conditions, a production path also relevant for the
formation of volatile carbonyl complexes in radioactive
wastes [9]. If single atoms of group 6 up to group 9 transition
metals are emitted into CO-containing atmospheres, they
were found to form in-situ volatileMCCs [10–17]. Thismethod
enables a number of potential applications, i.e., the possible
generation of yet unavailable radioactive beams of refractory
elements in accelerators [18, 19] or the chemical investigation
of transactinides (elements with Z ≥ 104) which are not vol-
atile in their elemental state [10–17, 20–22].

Recently, the first successful synthesis of Sg(CO)6
paved the way for the investigation of various trans-
actinides (TAs) in form of their corresponding MCCs [16].
Chemical investigations of TAs are challenging due to low
production rates, ranging from a few atoms per minute to
atoms per week or even per month, and short half-lives.
Additionally, a large number of side products are formed
during the nuclear fusion reaction synthesis of TAs. Due to
all these reasons, highly efficient separation apparatuses
are desirable. The chemistry of TAs is heavily influenced by
relativistic effects, potentially leading to unexpected be-
haviors and compound properties [20–25]. The use of MCCs
theoretically allows the chemical investigation of Sg, Bh,
Hs and Mt since all elements belonging to group 6 up to
group 9 in the periodic table are known or expected to form
MCCs [20, 25]. MCCs are volatile enough to be transported
in the gas-phase, allowing for fast and efficient experi-
ments [10–13, 16, 17, 21, 26, 27].
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Experiments targeted at investigating and comparing
the chemistry of group 6 MCCs were suffering so far from
low chemical and transport yields, ranging from about
40% for Mo(CO)6 to 10–20% forW(CO)6 and 5% for Sg(CO)6
[26]. This caused serious doubts about investigating
heavier TAs in form of MCCs in general. This work is
intended to systematically investigate experimental pa-
rameters influencing the overall synthesis and transport
yield of MCCs in single-atom chemistry experiments.

2 Experimental

2.1 The FORA-setup

To allow an efficient investigation of the MCC-formation reaction for
various elements under single-atom chemistry conditions, the FORA
system located at the University of Bern, Switzerlandwas constructed.
The system is designed to mimic an actual accelerator-based appa-
ratus suitable to investigate TAs. It is schematically shown in Figure 1.

In contrast to the previously describedMiss Piggy setup [28] used
in MCC investigations [13], FORA is constructed to operate as a gas-
loop. During operation, FORA is filled with a pre-defined process gas
containing CO up to a certain pressure and stable gas flow. In the
standard-configuration, up to two gases can bemixed using twoMass-
Flow-Controllers (MFCs), MFC1 and MFC2 in Figure 1. After initial
mixing, the process gas travels through a Sicapent™ cartridge
avoiding a potential contamination of the entire loop with traces of

water from the introduced bottled gas. During operation, the process
gas is constantly circulating through the system, which can be theo-
retically operated for an unlimited time without the need to add
additional CO. The gas flow is established by a helium-tight metal
bellows pump.

Since FORA is designed in amodularwaywith connections based
on Swagelok®, it can be modified to allow for various types of in-
vestigations. In its standard-configuration, it contains a purification
setup containingup to two columns. The use of purification columns is
dependent on the experiment performed and they can therefore, be
easily exchanged or entirely bypassed.

Pressure, dew point and gas flow are continuously monitored.
Therefore, a pressure sensor and a hygrometer are located directly in
front of the reaction chamber and connected to a LabVIEW based
recording program. The gas flow is controlled and measured using an
additional MFC (MFC3 in Figure 1). An analog Volume-Flow-Meter
(VFM in Figure 1) is installed directly after MFC3 to have a second,
qualitative control of the gas flow. All MFCs were tested using a De-
fender 530+-device (from MesaLabs) prior to usage.

The initial synthesis of MCCs is taking place in the reaction
chamber (labeled “252Cf-Source” in Figure 1). A 3D-illustration and
cross section of the reaction chamber is shown in Figure 2.

In order to perform chemical investigations under single-atom
chemistry conditions and mimic the conditions in an actual acceler-
ator based setup suitable for TA investigations (see e.g. [16]), a 252Cf-
source prepared in 1996 [28] is used. 252Cf decays with a half-life of
2.645 years via α-particle emission, but has a branching to sponta-
neous fission decay of 3%which is of interest for this study [29]. Based
on the initialmass of 4 μg 252Cf a remaining amount of about 100ng can
be estimated for the time of these studies. Thematerial is deposited on
a round Pt-plate with a diameter of 6 mm. The source is covered by a

Figure 1: The FORA-setup used for the investigations of MCC-chemistry under single-atom conditions. The black and blue parts were made
from stainless steel, the red ones fromPFA-TEFLON®. The process gas is flowing through the black and red parts in counterclockwise direction.
The blue part is only used for filling the system with fresh process gas. The system contains a purification unit consisting of easily
exchangeable purification columns which can all be bypassed. The Sicapent™ column at the gas entrance was always used, Column 1 and 2
were adapted to the performedexperiment. The blue arrowsmark the gasflowdirectionduring regular operation, the greenonesduringfilling.
VFM stands for Volume-Flow-Meter, MFC forMass-Flow-Controller. The circles are representing three-way vales for adjusting the gas flow path
through the system.MFC1 andMFC2 are used to prepare gasmixtures containing CO.MFC3measures the real gas flow in the loop andMFC4 is
used to add artificial contaminants to the process gas.
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6 μm thick aluminum-foil to avoid contamination of the setup. The
reaction chamber is located above the source having an almost cy-
lindrical shape (see Figure 2). Between the chamber and the 252Cf-
source, a shutterwheel ismounted used to open and close the reaction
chamber towards the source. The entire reaction chamber is enclosed
inside a steel-containment. The steel-containment is filled with leak-
ing process gas during operation and is well sealed (see Figure 3). The
in-going as well as out-going tubes are passed through the walls of the
steel containment using Swagelok® feed through.

The reaction chamber is connected to a 12 cm long charcoal trap by
a 2 m long PFA-TEFLON® tube (inner diameter 2 mm), which is sur-
rounded by a steel cladding-tube, which can be separately evacuated to
prevent contaminants diffusion through the thinPFA-TEFLON®walls. A
filter was installed behind the charcoal trap during operation to avoid
accidental contaminationof the systemwithcharcoal dust. The charcoal
trap can be easily exchanged. Quarz-wool plugs were used to keep the
charcoal in place and assure a well defined geometry. Prior to being
mounted into the FORA-setup, the charcoal traps were heated out for
10 min at 150–200 °C with a N2 flow of 100 smL/min applied.

All surfaces potentially in contact with radioactive MCCs are
made from PFA-TEFLON®, including the reaction chamber, tubes, fed
throughs and valves, to minimize adsorption and potential decom-
position losses. The wheel used for opening and closing the reaction
chamber as well as the 252Cf-holder are made from aluminum. The rest
of the system is constructed from stainless steel (316S). Valves made
from PFA-TEFLON® were purchased from EM-Technik GmbH. The
other valves (Swagelok®) as well as steel tubes were purchased from
Arbor, Switzerland. PFA-TEFLON® tubes/capillaries were provided by
Rotima AG. The metal bellows pump used (MB158) was provided by
Senior Aerospace. All MFCs (8580S) weremade by Brooks. Concerning
monitoring, the pressure sensor (MAN-SD3S-A) was provided by
Kobold, the hygrometer (Easidew Transmitter Range: −100/+20) by
Michell Instruments and the VFM (Typ V100) was manufactured by
Vögtlin. A National Instruments AID was used to connect pressure
sensor and hygrometer with a LabVIEW (V14.0.1) based recording
program. The charcoal was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. CO
(99.997%), CO2 (99.998%), CH4 (99.95%), H2 (99.999%), O2 (99.999%)
and Ar (99.999%) were all purchased from Carbagas.

2.2 FORA-operation

To initiate the synthesis of MCCs, the shutter wheel is turned to open
the reaction chamber for incoming fission products recoiling from the
252Cf-source. Amongst other fission products some short-lived isotopes
of Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh are produced by the spontaneous fission of 252Cf
and are thermalized in the process gas. In CO-containing atmospheres
volatile compounds from Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh are formed. These are
flushed out of the reaction chamber by the carrier gas flow. Subse-
quently, they travel along the 2 m long PFA-TEFLON® tube until they
reach the charcoal trap. Here, they are trapped due to the large surface
of the charcoal, adsorbing long enough to decay. A HPGe γ-spec-
trometer directly pointed at the charcoal trap is used to detect and
quantify the trapped fission products. Therefore, a dedicated data
acquisition system based on Canberra’s Genie2k® software is used.
The area of the detected γ-peaks corresponding to each isotope is
determined to quantify amount and finally overall chemical and
transport yield for the associated volatile species. A consistent mea-
surement geometry between charcoal trap and HPGe-detector was
always established. The entire detection setup was shielded using a
layer of lead-blocks inside lined by a layer of copper-plates to suppress
the X-rays from the lead shielding.

Figure 2: The reaction chamber used in the FORA-setup. Left:
3D-illustration including the wheel located between the reaction
chamber and the 252Cf-source. Note some of the holes inside the
wheel can be occupied with degrader foils of various thicknesses if
desired (not used here). One hole is entirely closed to act as a source
shutter. Right: Cross section through the reaction chamber. Gas-
inlets and outlet are indicated as well as dimensions.

Figure 3: Cross section through the steel-containment containing
the reaction chamber of FORA. The steel-containment serves two
purposes. Firstly, it is a safety measure to avoid the release of CO
and secondly, it avoids the accidental introduction of air into the
system during operation. The steel-containment is evacuated and
filled with process gas prior to each measurement series.
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Since Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh are not volatile in their elemental state,
they must undergo chemical reactions to form compounds volatile
enough to be transported by the gas-stream. It was shown in the past,
that those volatile compounds formed under CO-atmosphere are most
probably MCCs [11–13, 16, 26, 27]. The volatile species formed in the
FORA-system are therefore assumed to be Mo(CO)6, Tc(CO)n, Ru(CO)5
and Rh(CO)m if not suggested otherwise by our results. Inmacroscopic
chemistry, Tc and Rh are forming dinuclear complexes. However,
since the experiments using FORA were performed using single-atom
chemistry conditions, the dilution of atoms is too high to allow for the
formation of such polynuclear complexes. It is therefore not clear yet,
what carbonyl-species are exactly formed for Tc and Rh [10, 11, 26, 27].
For group 7 elements, the formation of hydrides (e.g. TcH(CO)5) was
recently suggested by reaction with H2O-impurities present in the
process gas [30].

104Mo, 107Tc, 110Ru and 111Rhwhere selected as best representatives
available for elements of groups 6–9 (see Figure 4 and Table 1). The
chosen isotopes must fulfill a number of conditions. They need to be
long-lived enough to reach the charcoal trap; they need to show strong
and non-interfering γ-lines; they have to be produced in decent
quantities during 252Cf spontaneous fission and they are not allowed to
have long-lived volatile or carbonyl-forming precursors (see Figure 4).
The transport time of MCCs formed in the FORA reaction chamber to
the charcoal trap at a gas flow of 1000 mL/min can be estimated to be
about 5.5 s, with about 4 s required to leave the reaction chamber and
1.5 s required to travel through the pipes connecting the chamber with
the charcoal trap. The estimation is based on the traversed volume
divided through the chosen gas flow rate. For 104Mo interfering effects
from precursors can be neglected since Nb is not known to form vol-
atile MCCs. For 110Ru, precursor effects can be ignored as well since
despite the precursors 110Mo and 110Tc being able to formvolatileMCCs,
the fission yields and half-lives of those isotopes are too low to allow
for an efficient transport to the charcoal trap. For 107Tc and 111Rh on the
other hand, a contribution from the precursors can not be excluded
with absolute certainty. In the case of 107Tc, the precursor 107Mo has a
much lower half-life and is produced in smaller quantities by 252Cf
fission in comparison with 107Tc. However, it can not be neglected that
if the chemical yield for MCCs formed by 107Tc becomes much lower
than the yield for 107Mo(CO)6, the observed behavior associated with
107Tc starts to reflect the one of 107Mo. The same is true for 111Rh. While

the precursors 111Mo and 111Tc can be neglected, the fission yield and
half-life of 111Ru, despite being lower than the ones of 111Rh, they are
still high enough to allow interference with the apparent behavior of
111Rh if the chemical yields for the formation ofMCCs fromRh aremuch
lower than the ones for the formation of 111Ru(CO)5.

In preparatory studies, γ-spectra recorded with FORA corre-
sponding to well optimized and non-optimized yields for the forma-
tion of MCCs were investigated for peaks corresponding to 107Mo and
111Ru. The investigated spectra did not indicate the presence of large
amounts of 107Mo. For 111Ru on the other hand, a clear identification is
more difficult due to interferences with other volatile fission products,
making a clear statement concerning its appearance more difficult.
The obtained different dependencies of 110Ru and 111Rh in our param-
eter studies indicate that the precursor effects of 111Ru are not domi-
nant for the observation of the 111Rh behavior. It can be concluded that
the observed data do not indicate a significant impact of precursor
effects.

2.3 Determination of absolute yields

The data shown in this presentation were all normalized as described
in the caption of each figure. The conversion of the obtained data
points into absolute yieldswas attempted. For this purpose, long-lived
fission products were collected using catcher foils at the fission
product entrance into the FORA chamber. The accumulated activity
was measured by γ-spectroscopy. From the obtained activities, the

Figure 4: 252Cf fission products and
genetically linked β−-decay chains relevant
for this study. The nuclides marked in red
were measured. The numbers below each
isotope (from top to bottom) correspond to
its direct fission yield, cumulative fission
yield and half-life, respectively. None of the
isotopes marked blue is expected to inter-
fere with the targeted species either due to
low fission yields, half-lives or non-
volatility. Data were taken from Nucleonica
[29].

Table : Isotopes investigated during this study with their associ-
ated γ-lines and corresponding γ-branching ratios. For Mo, the
two peaks were not properly resolved and therefore integrated
together. Data were taken from Nucleonica [].

Nuclide γ-energy γ-branching

Mo . keV/. keV %/%
Tc . keV %
Ru . keV %
Rh . keV .%
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apparent spontaneous fission rate of the 252Cf-source yielding products
entering the chamber could be calculated. This activity could then be
used as a reference value to estimate absolute yields for the measured
MCC-species. This approach relies on the quality of the literature
values for γ-branching ratios, fission yields and the efficiency cali-
brations of the gamma detector for the different geometries of the
activities on the charcoal traps and in the catcher foils. While the
apparent spontaneous fission activity of the 252Cf source was calcu-
lated with decent precision, literature values for γ-branching ratios
and fission yields for 104Mo, 107Tc, 110Ru and 111Rh as provided by
Nucleonica [29] are all associated with large uncertainties. After error
propagation, this results in large uncertainties for the observed trends
not caused by the quality of the measured data. For this reason, the
given relative yields reflect the precision of the actual measurement
and therefore allow a clear evaluation of the observed trends.

However, in order to give an estimation of the order ofmagnitude
chemical yields encountered during this study and to give a rough
comparison of the absolute yields obtained for each investigated
chemical species, Table 2 estimates the highest and lowest absolute
chemical yields obtained for each species during the study presented
here. The yields were calculated using the method mentioned above,
based on catcher-foils. A detailed explanation is given in [31]. Again, it
must be empathized that the high uncertainties associated with ab-
solute yields do not reflect the precision of the measurements pre-
sented here, but are caused by the reference values required for
calculation. Also it should be noted that it was possible to exceed the
yields shown here in later studies using improved reaction conditions
[31], indicating that the chemical yields shown here probably over-
estimate the true yields.

2.4 Addition of gas-additives

In this experiment series, the effects of various gas-additives (O2, H2O,
H2, CO2, CH4 and air) on the formation and transport of MCCs were
investigated. The gas-additives were either selected due to expected
chemical interactions with Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh atoms or due to their
initial abundance as general impurities in the used gases. In detail, the
gas-additives were selected due to the following reasons:
(1) CO2 and CH4 were mainly selected due to their abundance as

impurities in CO gas. CH4 was selected since it is the hydrocarbon
showing the least adsorption on charcoal. Therefore, its subse-
quent removal from the process gas by the charcoal trap used for
detection is less significant in comparison to higher hydrocarbons
(see also chapter 3.2).

(2) O2 andH2O are common impurities expected to negatively impact
the formation of MCCs due to possible side reactions.

(3) H2 and Ar, H2 was expected to possibly cause the formation of
volatile hydrideswhile Arwas shown in [32, 33] to form complexes
of the type M(CO)nAr. Both effects were expected to potentially
increase the amount of volatile reaction products.

(4) Air is an omnipresent source of impurities by diffusion-processes
through polymer-tubing and/or small leaks.

The effect of O2 was previously investigated for Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh
carbonyl complexes [13, 14, 17] while the influence of CO2 was inves-
tigated for Mo [13]. It was decided to cross-check those investigations
as an additional test for FORA. According to our knowledge, the in-
fluence of H2O, H2 and CH4 has not been investigated before. Ar was
indirectly investigated before by comparing CO:Ar with CO:N2 gas
mixtures for Mo carbonyl formation [13].

2.4.1 O2, H2, CO2, CH4, air: These gas-additives were added to 100%
CO at 1 bar and 1000 mL/min gas flow. The investigated gas-additive
concentrations were varied as 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 vol-%. In this con-
centration range, the dilution of CO is not expected to be significant.
Since O2, H2, CO2, CH4 and air are all gaseous at room temperature,
they can be easily added using one MFC (MFC4 in Figure 1). The same
MFC was also used to remove process gas from the system in a well
defined manner in order to keep the gas-pressure constant.

The MFC4 used for gas-additive handling was installed behind
the charcoal trap, separated from the active FORA-loop by a valve (see
Figure 1). This spot was chosen for two reasons: 1) The pressure in
FORA is lowest between the charcoal trap and the metal bellows
pump. Therefore, ambient air can be added very easily without the
need of a compressor. 2) Removing gas at this spot avoids any influ-
ence on the charcoal trap. It was found that a gas stream in counter
flow direction can cause a penetration of charcoal into the initial
quartz-wool plugs, thereby considerably changing the measurement
geometry.

The admixing procedurewas the same for all gas-additives and is
described below: MFC4 in conjunction with a turbomolecular pump
was used to remove some process gas from the system in order to keep
the total gas volume in FORA as constant as possible. Second, enough
gas-additive was added to reach the desired additive concentration.
Third, additional CO was added to achieve gas amounts equal to the
initial one, thus obtaining same pressure and gas flow conditions as
well as the intended partial pressure of the gas-additive. It was also
taken into account that larger quantities of gas-additives added to CO
might change the physical properties of the process gas. Namely, the
gas correction factor required for a correct quantification of gas flows
by MFCs might change. Therefore, the gas correction factor was
adapted accordingly before each measurement according to [34]. All
measurements had a duration of 3 h. Process gas and charcoal trap
were exchanged between each measurement. The turbomolecular
pump (Hi-Cube™) from Pfeiffer GmbH already used in the first step of
adding gas-additives was also used to evacuate FORA between the
measurements with different gas-additives. The steel-containment
mounted around the reaction chamberwas always evacuated together
with the entire loop. The entire procedure ensured that an accidental
intake of air during manipulation of the process gas could be safely
avoided.

The purification columns used were adapted to the chemical
character of the gas-additive in order to not interfere with the targeted
gas-additive but still keep the process gas as clean as possible other-
wise. For Ar, a Sicapent™ (purchased fromMerck) andMicroTorr 602F

Table : Highest and lowest absolute chemical yields for each
MCC-species investigated during this study.

Chemical Species Lowest chemical
yield, %

Highest chemical
yield, %

Mo(CO)  ±   ± 

Tc(CO)n  ±   ± 

Ru(CO)  ±   ± 

Rh(CO)m  ±   ± 
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columnpurchased fromPureGas Productswere used. For O2, CO2, CH4

and H2, only the Sicapent™ column was online. For Air and water no
columns were used at all. Sicapent™ is used to selectively remove
water from the used gas mixture without affecting other gaseous im-
purities. The MicroTorr 602F on the other hand is a purification col-
umns specifically designed to remove O2, H2O, CO2, MCCs, Acids,
Bases and various other impurities from CO gas to impurity levels
<1 ppbv, therefore providing high degrees of gas purity.

The experimental conditions were kept unchanged for at least
24 h after evacuating and re-filling FORA to equilibrate the conditions.
Additionally, the measurements performed for a gas-additive level of
1 vol-% were repeated four times right after each other. No strong,
systematic change of signal was detected.

2.4.2 H2O: Sincewater is not a gas at room temperature, its addition is
not straight-forward. A built humidifier was used to add controlled
amounts of water. Referring to Figure 1, “Column 1” of the purification
setup was replaced with the humidifier. It was based on an ice-surface
being held at a specific temperature to control the dew point of the gas
flowing above the ice. It was filled with Milli-Q-water provided by an
ELGA Flex 02 system from Labtec Services. The water was frozen
at −40 °C before the humidifier was evacuated. After evacuation, the
process gas flow was redirected to travel through the humidifier. The
temperature of the ice was quickly increased to obtain a high dew
point to begin with. Then, a Sicapent™ column (“Column 2” in
Figure 1) was periodically inserted to slowly decrease the dew point in
a step-wisemanner. As an additional control measurement, water was
added again at the end of the series to check the reproducibility of the
obtained data. The dew point monitored by the hygrometer was used
to indicate the amount ofwater in the process gas. Both, the humidifier
and the Sicapent™ column could be bypassed. 100% CO was used to
start with at a gas flow rate of 1000 mL/min and a pressure of 1 bar.

2.4.3 Are gas-additives affecting formation or transport yields?:
From a practical and theoretical standpoint, it is interesting to inves-
tigate if O2 and H2O are only reacting with metallic Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh
prior to the formation of MCCs or also with MCCs themselves, thereby
breaking metal-CO bonds. Unfortunately, FORA is not suitable for
such kinds of investigations as it is constructed to be a gas-loop.
Therefore, an older setup called Miss Piggy [28] was used that is based
on the same operation principle as FORA but is operated in a once-
through gas flow mode instead of a loop. This makes it possible to
selectively add gas-additives at certain points of the system without
their homogeneous distribution along the entire setup. Thus, the gas-

additives come selectively into contact either with metallic atoms and
with MCCs, or with MCCs only.

A modified version of the Miss Piggy setup located at the Uni-
versity of Bern was used for the investigations. The setup is sche-
matically depicted in Figure 3.

The system is based on adding various reactive gases through
multiple MFCs at well controlled rates and in well known ratios. A
rotary vane pump provided by Leybold located after the charcoal trap
was used to drive the gas flowing through the system and establish a
constant pressure at about 900 mbar.

During operation, the initial two MFCs (MFC1 and MFC2) were
used for mixing COwith either N2 or O2/H2O. The resulting gasmixture
was entering the reaction chamber, in which a 252Cf-source was
located. The fission products were recoiling out of the source and
thermalized in the reaction chamber, which was flushed with the gas
mixture previously introduced. Volatile MCCs were formed and
transported out of the reaction chamber by the gas stream into a
second chamber (mixing chamber in Figure 5) through a 3m long tube
with an inner diameter of 2 mm. There, a third gas could be added
using an additional MFC (MFC3 in Figure 5). The constant, one-
directional gas-stream established by the rotary vane pump at the end
of the setup stopped the additional gas from entering the reaction
chamber as well, making sure that it only came into contact with
already formed MCCs entering the mixing chamber. If MCCs survived
the conditions of the mixing chamber, they were transported further
by the process gas along another tube (2 m length, 2 mm inner
diameter) to a charcoal trap. There, the carbonyl complexes adsorbed
on the charcoal and their decay was registered by γ-spectroscopy.
Spectra recording and evaluation were performed similarly as
described for the FORA-setup.

Two separate series of experiments were performed, one using O2

and one using H2O as gas-additive. O2 was added using aMFC. For H2O,
a humidifier was used to moisten N2 prior to entering the setup. In this
case, the dew point of the moistened N2 was monitored using a hy-
grometer. The dewpoint of themoistened gaswas between 10 and 12 °C.
Thebuilt humidifier consisted of guidingN2 through a tubemade froma
H2O permeablemembrane surrounded bywater.Without addingwater,
the dew point of the process gas was between −10 and −13 °C.

Gas-additives were alternatingly added from MFC2 before the
reaction chamber or from MFC3 directly into the mixing chamber. To
maintain stable flow and pressure conditions pure N2 was added from
theMFCs not occupied by either adding CO or an gas-additive carrying
gas. In between each measurement, a reference measurement using
only CO and N2 was performed to ensure signal consistency. In sum-
mary, this resulted in the following three measurement conditions:

Figure 5: Schematic of the modified Miss
Piggy setup as used for the investigations.
The gray lines indicate steel-tubes, the red
ones PFA-TEFLON® tubes. The reaction and
mixing chamber were both made of
PFA-TEFLON®. MFCs were used for adding
andmixing gases. Note thatMFC1 andMFC2
are adding gases into the reaction chamber
while MFC3 adds gas into the mixing
chamber. The setup is described in more
detail in the text. The arrows indicate the
gas flow.
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– No gas-additives added: MFC1: CO (600 smL/min); MFC2: N2

(100 smL/min); MFC3: N2 (100 smL/min)
– Gas-additives added into mixing chamber: MFC1: CO

(600 smL/min); MFC2: N2 (100 smL/min); MFC3: O2/H2O
(100 smL/min)

– Gas-additives added into reaction chamber: MFC1: CO
(600 smL/min); MFC2: O2/H2O (100 smL/min); MFC3: N2

(100 smL/min)

The reaction chamber and all surfaces in contact with the MCCs
between the chamber and the charcoal trap were made from
PFA-TEFLON®. Connections were made using Swagelok® and BOLA®

building parts. The mixing chamber had a cylindrical geometry with a
volume of about 500mL (height: 130mm, diameter: 70mm). The used
charcoal trap was heated out at about 150 °C with a small N2 gas flow
applied to it (100 smL/min) prior to usage. For detection, a Canberra
(Model: GR2519) HPGe-detector was used. The hygrometer (Easidew
Transmitter, EA2-TX-100-HD) was provided by Michell Instruments
and the pressure sensor (MAN-SD3S-A) was provided by Kobold. The
MFCs (8580S) were purchased from Brooks. CO (99.997%), N2

(99.999%) and O2 (99.999%) were provided by Carbagas. The Miss
Piggy setup was operated with 100 smL/min of N2 for 12 h prior to
starting the two measurement series.

Each measurement had a duration of 30 min. In analogy to the
FORA-setup, Mo, Tc, and RuMCCs were investigated at the same time.
Unfortunately, Rh could not be reliably identified using this setup.
Note that for measurements using Miss Piggy, standard gas flows are
given (smL/min) while for FORAmeasurements, the standard gas flow
is always converted to the actual gas flow (mL/min). The reason for
this is that despite Miss Piggy allowing to perform measurements at
constant and reproducible pressure values, the pressure inside the
reaction chamber is actually unknown. In FORAon the other hand, the
pressure sensor is placed much closer to the reaction chamber.
Additionally, the pressure in FORAwasmappedat various positions in
preparatory experiments during which it was determined that the
pressure between the chamber and the charcoal trap (compare with
figure LABEL:FORASetup) is almost constant during operation.
Therefore, it is feasible to give actual gas flows in the case of FORA.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 FORA-characterization

A number of tests was performed to ensure the function-
ality of the newly constructed FORA-setup. The perfor-
mance of the standardized charcoal traps was initially
tested. For this, the FORA setup shown in Figure 1 was
modified. A second charcoal trap was installed right after
the first one and the activity adsorbed on this second trap
(in flow direction) during operation was measured. No
activity was measured on the second trap showing that
the first one was sufficient to trap all radioactive MCCs
arriving. Additionally, it was shown that all activity
deposited on the first centimeters of the used charcoal
trap even after one week of operation under well

optimized reaction conditions. A continuous change of
detection geometry due to changing adsorption charac-
teristics of the charcoal trap can therefore be excluded.
The second trap was removed again for the subsequent
measurements.

Four measurements performed under identical reac-
tion conditions within six months using the same process
gas of 100% CO at 1 bar at a gas flow of 1000 mL/min, a
Sicapent™ column for purification and different charcoal
traps were compared for quantifying the reproducibility.
The results were corrected for the decay of 252Cf. Thus, the
quantitative reproducibility of the measurements using
FORA was determined as 3% for 104Mo and 110Ru, 6% for
107Tc and 7% for 111Rh. The calculation method is described
in the supporting information.

The stability of the FORA-system is defined as the
stability of the counting rate for a specific peak in the
gamma-spectrum for a defined isotope (see chapter 2.2),
corresponding to one of the investigated carbonyl species.
Therefore, a stable system corresponds to a constant pro-
duction yield for the investigated carbonyl species under
constant reaction conditions in the FORA-system. The
stability was investigated for a process gas of 100% CO at
1.00 bar and a gas flow of 1000 mL/min. For purification,
only a Sicapent™ columnwas introduced to the loop in the
gas purification setup (see Figure 1). After evacuating and
filling FORA with fresh gas, continuously 1-h measure-
mentswere performed tomonitor the performance of FORA
as a function of time. The results are depicted in Figure 6.
Despite constant pressure, dew point and gas flow over the
course of the entire experiment, the obtained signal as a
function of time increases quite drastically during the first
few hours. After an initial waiting time of about 12 h, the
signal appears to be more stable. However, e.g. for 104Mo,
the signal still increases by about 9.2%within the following
48 h (compare with Figure 6). The effect was intensively
investigated and could be related to moisture and to the
formation of stable carbonyl complexes from steel com-
ponents of the loop in contact with CO [31]. To minimize
interference by this behavior, all measurements using
FORA were started after an initial waiting time of at least
12 h each time the CO-gas was exchanged. Subsequent
measurements were always performed as fast as possible
without reducing the quality of the obtained data. Addi-
tionally, the data shown in Figure 6 together with other
long-term measurements using different setups of purifi-
cation columns (see Supplementary Material) were used to
estimate the effect of the time dependent change onto the
data measured. Therefore, possible interferences are
included in the error bars depicted in each plot. The exact
procedure is described in detail in the supporting
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information. Error propagation was used to calculate un-
certainties for all measurements with FORA that were not
performed continuously. If not mentioned otherwise, the
error bars therefore correspond to the propagation of the
2-sigma statistical counting error and systematic errors of
each measurement series.

Generally lower counting statistics lead to larger error
bars obtained for Tc, Ru andRh in comparisonwithMo. It is
important to point out clearly that Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh are
always investigated simultaneously. This means that the
larger uncertainties in comparison with Mo are not due to
systematic experimental fluctuations, but from higher
sensitivities of Tc, Ru and Rh towards certain reaction pa-
rameters, poorer counting statistics due to lower amounts
produced in 252Cf fission and differing decay and detection
characteristics.

3.2 Potential experimental flaws or
interferences

Consecutively increasing the gas-additive concentration in
the FORA process gas could potentially alter the stopping
power of the process gas, which influences the range of
fission products recoiling into the volume of the reaction
chamber (Figure 2), influencing the observed yield inde-
pendently from chemical effects. However, below 1 vol-%
of gas-additives, it is not expected that the stopping power
of the process gas is significantly altered. Nevertheless, a

series of simulations using the SRIM 2013.00 software by
Ziegler et al. [35] was performed. The results can be found
in the supporting information. In conclusion, for all gas-
additives used in here, the alteration of fission product
ranges can beneglected until 10 vol-%. For 10 vol-% the ion
stopping properties of the used process gas indeed start to
vary slightly. In terms of ion ranges, for CH4, Ar and O2, the
reduction of recoil range until thermalization is <5%. For
CO2 and H2 the effect is <10% decreasing for CO2 and
increasing for H2.

An additional possible source of interference for the
presented measurements is the slow, unintended accumu-
lation of air and/or water either by diffusion through the
polymer tubingofFORAor through small leaks. Theeffects of
both air and water were investigated during this study. Both
gas-additiveswere shown to negatively impact the formation
and transport of MCCs with the exception of Tc. If the acci-
dental intake and accumulation of air and water into the
FORA-setup is assumed to be significant, onewould expect a
decrease in yield as a function of time. However, the long-
term stability measurement shown in Figure 6 revealed a
stable signal within the statistical uncertainty for all ele-
ments after an initial waiting period. Additionally, a Sica-
pent™ column was constantly used in all cases except for
H2O and air, keeping the constantly monitored dew point in
the process gas permanently at <−100 °C. Generally, neither
dewpoint nor pressure did change during the investigations.
Small amounts of air intake cannot be completely prevented.
However, investigations with air (see section 3.5) show that

Figure 6: Signal-stability of FORA during
long-term operation (details see text). The
error bars correspond to the statistical error
of the measurement. Continuously, 1 h
measurements were performed. The data
are normalized to the highest yield ob-
tained for each element.
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the effect of ambient air onMCC-formation is only significant
at air concentrations higher than 1 vol-%.

Since the measurement series investigating the impact
of H2O required more time to execute than the other gas-
additive measurements, some data-points were measured
twice on different days. Indeed, measurement points
measured later showed a slightly lower yield in compari-
son with the previously measured ones. However, the dif-
ference was relatively small (about 10% for 104Mo). This
might be due to the coverage of all PFA-Teflon® surfaces
with water influencing the transport yield upon multiple
adsorptions of the MCC together with water – an effect so
far not investigated.

At last, it must be considered that the charcoal used for
adsorbing and measuring radioactive MCCs is also
adsorbing added gas-additives up to a certain degree. This
is probably the most problematic source of interference
since the amount of free gas-additive in FORA will always
be lower than the actually added amount. The effect of
charcoal trap adsorption on the remaining amount of gas-
additives in the gas-phase was estimated by assuming a
worst case scenario. Lopes et al. and Bazan et al. measured
the adsorption equilibria of various gases on charcoal at
1 bar and 30 °C [36, 37]. These can be used to estimate the
amount of adsorbed CO2, CH4, H2, Ar and O2 on a charcoal
trap as used here. For simplicity, estimations are done for
100% gas-additive over charcoal with a given mass of
200 mg at 1 bar and 30 °C. An equilibrium between
adsorbed and gaseous additive is assumed. The results are
shown in Table 3.

In order to operate FORA at 1 bar and a gas flow of
1000 mL/min an entire volume of about 10 L of gas is
required to be in the system. Using this value and the ones
in Table 3, the impact of charcoal trap adsorption onto free
gas-additive concentration at various vol-% can be
conservatively estimated. For H2, an effect is only expected
for concentrations up to 0.01 vol-% while for O2, Ar, and
CH4, a reduction of free concentration is possible up to
0.1 vol-%. A more severe effect is expected for CO2, up to
1 vol-% in this simplified but conservative estimation. In
practice, the trapping of gas-additives on charcoal is ex-
pected to be less significant due to the low partial pressures
of the gas-additives, which is neglected here. The adsorp-
tion on charcoal will be most severe for H2O. However,
since the dew point of the process gas when entering the
reaction chamber is continuously measured, this is not of
concern for this study.

The adsorption profile of radioactive carbonyls on the
various charcoal traps has been checked at multiple oc-
casions during the operation of FORA. Radioactive species
were always deposited on the first cm of the trap, inde-
pendent of the operation conditions.

3.3 FORA: O2, H2, CO2, CH4

The results for the investigated gas-additives are shown in
Figures 7–11. Contrary to CO2, H2, CH4 andAr, O2 and air are
both causing a reduction of the observed MCC-yield for all
investigated elements.

While the formation of MCCs for Mo and Ru is clearly
not impacted by CO2, CH4, H2 and Ar gas-additives even at
higher concentrations, lower measurement statistics for Tc
and Rh make an interpretation of the obtained data more
difficult. However, for Tc, the addition of CO2, CH4, H2 and
Ar, and for Rh, the addition of CH4, H2 and Ar are not
significantly affecting the yield. The influence of CO2 con-
centrations ≥10 vol-% on the yield of Rh remains unex-
plained, though.

It was assumed that H2 addition to the process gas
might increases the yield for Tc andRhdue to the formation
of carbonyl-hydride compounds (e.g. TcH(CO)5 or
RhH(CO)4 [30, 39]). This is not confirmed by our results. For
Ar, it was assumed that the formation of nobel-gas-adducts
(e.g. Mo(CO)5Ar)might positively impact the obtained yield
[32, 33]. This is also not confirmed by our data. The non-
sensitivity towards CH4 implies that an impact of volatile
hydrocarbons, being a common impurity in CO, should not
be of concern either. The same was found for CO2. The data
obtainedwith CO2, CH4, H2 andAr as gas-additives indicate
that the approach used here is well justified. If dilution

Table : Adsorption equilibria of a FORA charcoal trap ( mg of
coal) for the various gas-additives added (left). Calculations were
done for a worst case scenario assuming % of the investigated
gases in equilibrium with charcoal at  bar and at  °C. Data from
[, ] were used for calculations. The Langmuir Isotherm
described in [] was use to extrapolate the data from Bazan et al.
Details are given in the supporting information. For direct compar-
ison, the volumes of gas-additives added to reach a certain gas-
additive concentration in the FORA-setup are also shown (right).

Gas Adsorbed amount [mL/trap]

CO .
CH .
O .
Ar .
H .
Concentration [vol-%] Volume [mL]
. 

. 
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effects of CO upon addition of gas-additives or a change in
stopping power properties significantly affected the ob-
tainedMCC-yield, it would be rather unlikely to observe the
same constant signals for all investigated systems here.

Our data are confirming previous studies by Usoltsev
et al. [13] concerning the influence of O2 onto MCC forma-
tion for Mo. O2 is reducing the chemical formation yield for
Mo(CO)6. For Tc, the influence of O2 onto the formation
yield resembles the one for Mo. On the other hand, Ru is
less affected by high O2 levels thanMo and Tc. Rh shows an

almost linear dependency towards O2 concentration levels.
This indicates Rh being sensitive towards O2 even at lower
concentrations. The trend is considered to be significant
due to the low scattering of the measured values and the
continuous trending.

While the conclusions for Tc are in agreement with
previous work by Wang et al. [17], the observations for Ru
and Rh are not agreeingwith results from [14], where O2 did
not impact the formation of MCCs from Ru and Rh. How-
ever, within the statistical error the two data sets are in

Figure 7: Relative yields obtained for 104Mo
(four top panels) and 110Ru (four bottom
panels) for adding varied amounts of CO2,
CH4, H2 and Ar to 100% CO. The first
measurement point (at >0.01 vol-%),
corresponds to the first spectrummeasured
without any gas-additives added and is
used for normalization.
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decent agreement. The effect of O2 onto MCC formation
yields for Ru and Rh is concluded to be significant, but
small in comparison with the effect on the formation yields
of MCCs for Mo and Tc.

The reduction of MCC yield upon O2 addition can be
attributed to the synthesis of non-volatile side products.
Under the reducing conditions of a CO-atmosphere, the
formation of lower oxidation state oxides is expected. E.g.,
RuO4 is actually unlikely to form under these conditions, if
formed it would have led to increased transport yields for

Ru upon addition of oxygen to the carrier gas, due to its
volatility. However, the formation of stable dioxides,MoO2,
TcO2, RuO2 andRhO2, which are all known to be not volatile
for group 6–9 elements, can be expected [40]. In regard of
recently published mass spectrometric studies by Wang
et al. [15], a yield drop due to the formation of oxo-
carbonyl-complexes can not be excluded as well if they are
not volatile.

It is important to point out that a rather large concen-
tration of O2 is necessary to observe any impact. For Mo, a

Figure 8: Relative yields obtained for 107Tc
(four top panels) and 111Rh (four bottom
panels) for adding varied amounts of CO2,
CH4, H2 and Ar to 100% CO. The first
measurement point (at >0.01 vol-%),
corresponds to the first spectrummeasured
without any gas-additives added and is
used for normalization.
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significant effect was only visible at O2 concentrations as
high as 1 vol-%. During previous, accelerator-based
studies, the yield for the formation of Mo(CO)6 was deter-
mined to be only about 40% [26]. It was assumed, that this
might be caused by O2-impurities being present in the
process gas during those experiments. According to the
presented data, this is actually very unlikely. Since O2

concentrations around 1 vol-% are necessary for O2 to affect
Mo, a similarly high concentration of O2 would have been
necessary in the accelerator-based measurements in order
to affect the yield. This concentration level seems to be
rather high to be reached accidentally. This therefore
suggests that O2-impurities are not the cause for the low
Mo(CO)6 yields observed in the accelerators-based experi-
ments. Note however that the low yields for W(CO)6 and
Sg(CO)6 could be at least partially caused byO2 sinceWand
Sg are expected to be more reactive towards oxygen than
Mo [13, 41].

3.4 FORA: H2O

The combined data obtained for the two measurement se-
ries involving the addition of H2O are shown in Figure 10.

WhileO2 is indeeddiminishing the formationofMCCs in
general, it has to be present in rather high concentrations to
show an effect. In this context, the situation for H2O is very
different. For Mo, a significant yield reduction is already
observed at a dew point of about −80 °C, corresponding to
about 0.55 ppmv. Between −50 and −40 °C (ca 40–
130 ppmv), a sudden drop in yield of about 30% occurs. For

Ru, reduction of yield also starts around−80 °C (0.55 ppmv).
It is important to point out the low concentrations of H2O
used in this study, especially in comparison with O2. While
1 vol-% of O2 were necessary to impact the chemical yield of
presumably Mo(CO)6, a few ppmv of water were shown to
already have a similar effect. The calculation of ppmv from
dew point values was performed using the humidity calcu-
lator from Michell Instruments [42].

Surprisingly, Tc appears not to be significantly
affected by H2O below dew points of −40 °C (ca 130 ppmv).
Above −40 °C, an increase in yield was observed. It was
suggested by Pershina et al. that Tc is transported as vol-
atile TcH(CO)5 due to reaction with H2O-impurities in the
process gas [30]. In this case, the increasing yield observed
for Tc upon addition of H2O could be caused by a facilitated
synthesis of TcH(CO)5 or potentially a volatile carbonyl-
hydroxide species. The formation of the rather volatile
HTcO4 can be disregarded at the reducing conditions of the
CO-rich atmosphere. Therefore, synthesis of stable volatile
low oxidation state oxo-hydroxides or pure hydroxides can
be expected only. These were observed in mass spectro-
metric studies with Tc under slightly oxidizing conditions
to be stable, but with an unknown volatility [43]. Unfor-
tunately, the single atom studies presented here do not
allow for product speciation by default.

The data obtained for Rh do not provide a clear picture.
The obtained data-points are scattered by ±40% around
the first measurement point of the series, measured before
addition of H2O.

Figure 10 reveals that some data-points are systemat-
ically lower than others, particularly well visible for 104Mo

Figure 9: Relative yields obtained for all
investigated isotopes for adding varied
amounts of O2 to 100% CO. The first
measurement point (at >0.01 vol-%),
corresponds to the first spectrummeasured
without any gas-additives added and is
used for normalization.
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between −80 and −40 °C. Those are actually the data points
measured during the control measurements, where after
drying the gas, water was added again (see Section 2.4.2).
The “drying” of the gas does not lead to the same drying of
the surfaces, because desorption of water from the surfaces
is typically a slow process. Therefore larger concentrations
of water in the gas phase can be expected during the con-
trolmeasurements, because there is nomore any loss to the
surfaces, which are still occupied by adsorbed water,
compared to the initial first measurements.

The initial increase in yield observed in the
FORA-system after exchanging the process gas (see
Figure 6) can also be attributed at least partially to the
removal of H2O from the gas phase and from the walls by
drying due to the Sicapent™ column during loop opera-
tion. It cannot be excluded, that water adsorbed on the
inner steel and PFA-TEFLON® surface of the entire FORA
setup lowers the initially observed yield due to reactions of
adsorbed MCCs with adsorbed water. Additional experi-
ments are required to bolster this hypothesis. However, a
heating of the entire loop setup during the drying operation
is highly recommended. Generally, we expect the forma-
tion of non-volatile lower oxidation state hydroxides,
oxohydroxides, hydroxocarbonyls or/and oxohydrox-
ocarbonyls to be responsible for the observed decrease in
yield for Mo, Ru and Rh.

This work suggests humidity to be more problematic
than O2-content. For Mo and Ru, reduction of yield upon
water addition was significant already at very low con-
centrations. Thus, keeping the process gas dry is of utmost
importance for investigating Mo and Ru MCCs. For Tc on

the other hand, the observed increase in yield might even
provide an opportunity for group 7 investigations. How-
ever, further investigations concerning this observation
and the speciation of the compounds formed at high dew
points are necessary. For Rh, the obtained data are not
conclusive due to strong scattering. This is surprising as it
is not typical for Rh in the FORA-system to show such a
strong scattering. This work indicates that Rh shows a
complex behavior towards H2O traces, including effects on
the formation as well as on the adsorption/decomposition
during the transport of the MCC’s.

3.5 FORA: air

The results obtained for adding air are shown in Figure 11.
Like O2, air caused a reduction in yield upon its addition.

As expected in comparison with measurements for O2

and H2O, also air is decreasing the formation and transport
yields of MCCs. This can be attributed most likely to the O2

andH2O content in air. Indeed, since the amount of O2 in air
can be estimated to be about 20% and the dew point in
FORA was monitored during the entire study, it is possible
to compare the results obtained for adding airwith the ones
shown previously for O2 and H2O.

Assuming that indeed, the influence of air is only an
effect of O2 and H2O, it was attempted to predict the reac-
tion of the carbonyl formation reaction towards various
amounts of air added. The results are shown in Figure 12
and compared with the experimentally obtained data. The
data obtained for O2 and H2O addition were fitted with

Figure 10: Relative yields obtained for
adding varied amounts of H2O to the
FORA-setup. The data are normalized to the
very first measurement of the series, before
any H2O was added (at <0.01 vol-%).
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suitable functions for this purpose to allowextrapolation to
O2/H2O-concentrations that were not experimentally
investigated. The chosen fitting functions are considered
empirical. A description of the fitting functions is given in
the supporting information. The impact of O2 andH2O in air
was assumed to be additive for the prediction.

For 104Mo, it is remarkable how well the predictions
based on the individual behavior of O2 and H2O are
matching the experimental data obtained for air. As can be
seen in the upper left panel in Figure 12, the prediction is in
excellent agreement with the measurement, indicating not

only that indeed, the effects of air on MCC formation is
probably primarily related to O2 and H2O in air, but also
being in agreement with the conclusions made above for
oxygen and water.

For 110Ru prediction and measurement are in good
agreement as well, again indicating that the effect of air is
mainly causedbyO2 andH2O. The prediction overestimates
the yield at 10 vol-% of air, but the overall trend appears to
be well described. For 107Tc and 111Rh, prediction and
measurement do not agree. For 107Tc, agreement could be
improved by assuming no impact of H2O until a dew point

Figure 12: Comparison between the
experimentally measured relative yields for
addition of air and the expected ones,
assuming that only O2 and H2O introduced
with air are reducing formation and/or
transport yields for MCCs. The colored
symbols represent the experimental results
for adding air as shown in Figure 11. The
black crosses connected by lines represent
the expected yields. The effects of O2 and
H2O are assumed to be additive and are
determined by fitting the data depicted in
Figures 9 and 10 to empirical functions.
Details are given in the supporting
information.

Figure 11: Relative yields obtained for all
investigated isotopes for adding varied
amounts of ambient air to 100% CO. The
first measurement point (at >0.01 vol-%),
corresponds to the first spectrummeasured
without any gas-additives added and is
used for normalization.
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of −50 °C. However, even with this assumption, yields at
10 vol-% of added air are still predicted too low.

3.6 Are gas-additives affecting formation or
transport yields?

The results obtained for O2 are depicted in Figure 13.
Particularly for 104Mo (top panel in Figure 13) the effect of O2

is nicely visible. It appears that if O2 is added to the process
gas after MCC formation is already complete (i.e. into the
mixing chamber), the chemical yield only slightly de-
creases in comparison with reference measurements. On
the other hand, adding O2 at the very beginning of the
measurement system, so it enters the reaction chamber and
comes into contact with 252Cf fission products prior to MCC
formation, does significantly reduce the yield measured at
the charcoal trap to almost 0 for 104Mo.

For 110Tc, the picture is rather similar to 104Mo. However,
the yield obtained for adding O2 into the mixing chamber
appears to be lowered to a greater extent in comparisonwith
104Mo. The larger error bars for 107Tc in comparison with
104Mo and 109Ru are caused by a combination of smaller

yields, shorter half-life and a smaller γ-branching ratio for
the investigated 107Tc peak.

For 110Ru (bottom panel in Figure 13), measurements
9–11 imply a lowered yield upon adding O2 into the mixing
chamber as well. However, this behavior was not well
reproduced (measurements 1–3 and 5–7). The yield is again
most strongly lowered if O2 is added into the reaction
chamber.

The results obtained for H2O are depicted in Figure 14.
The effect of H2O is mostly pronounced for 104Mo. All three
investigated elements aremore sensitive towardsH2O if it is
added into the reaction chamber, coming into contact with
252Cf fission products prior to MCC formation. In agreement
with previous FORA-measurements, 107Tc is only weakly
affected by H2O.

The data obtained using the mixing chamber and Miss
Piggy suggest that mostly elemental Mo, Tc and Ru are
sensitive towards O2 and H2O, while the corresponding
MCCs are much less reactive. For Mo, the effect was very
clearly observed with 104Mo(CO)6 being less sensitive to-
wards O2 and H2O in contrast to metallic 104Mo. For Tc and
Ru, the data indicate a larger sensitivity of the corre-
sponding MCCs towards O2 and H2O than for Mo(CO)6.

Figure 13: Relative yields obtained using O2 as gas-additive for the
three isotopes investigated. The results were normalized to the
maximum obtained yield. The error-bars correspond to the statisti-
cal error of the measurement. The small numbers next to each
measurement point indicate the experimental conditions: (1) MFC1:
CO (600 smL/min), MFC2: N2 (100 smL/min), MFC3: N2 (100 smL/
min); (2) MFC1: CO (600 smL/min), MFC2: N2 (100 smL/min), MFC3:
O2 (100 smL/min); (3) MFC1: CO (600 smL/min), MFC2: O2 (100 smL/
min), MFC3: N2 (100 smL/min).

Figure 14: Relative yields obtained using H2O as gas-additive. The
results were normalized to the maximum obtained yield. The error-
bars correspond to the statistical error of the measurement. The
small numbers next to each measurement point indicate the
experimental conditions: (1) MFC1: CO (600 smL/min), MFC2: N2

(100 smL/min), MFC3: N2 (100 smL/min); (2) MFC1: CO (600 smL/
min), MFC2: N2 (100 smL/min), MFC3: H2O in N2 (100 smL/min); (3)
MFC1: CO (600 smL/min), MFC2: H2O in N2 (100 smL/min), MFC3: N2

(100 smL/min).
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It is unfortunate that MCCs from Rh could not be
observed at all. This is most likely related to the apparent
higher sensitivity of Rh towards impurities and the fact that
gases introduced into Miss Piggy are used once and
without further purification. It is considered to be possible
that the higher sensitivity of Rh towards trace amounts of
impuritiesmight be enhanced by an exceptional sensitivity
of its MCCs, causing the formation of side-products in the
gas-phase not only in the reaction chamber but also during
transport. A systematic study might be interesting.

Note that the PFA-TEFLON® tubes of FORA must be
assumed to be covered with H2O during the entire experi-
ment. Therefore, a clear statement concerning the effect of
adsorbed H2O can not be made at this point. Also note that
the investigated dew point interval during measurements
with Miss Piggy differs strongly from the initial measure-
ments with FORA.

4 Conclusion

FORA delivers stable investigation conditions for the
investigation of the on-line gas phase carbonyl complex
formation and transport of single-atom fission products. If
given an initial equilibration time of at least 12 h, the
addition or removal of gas does not influence the carbonyl
formation dramatically, making FORA suitable for inves-
tigating, e.g., pressure or gas flow dependencies. Since the
system is operated as a gas loop, it can run continuously
with a minimum consumption of CO-gas, making FORA
especially suitable for measuring time-dependent long-
term effects and direct chemical effects induced by a
controlled addition of contaminants. For all four elements
investigated, Mo, Tc, Ru and Rh, the reproducibility given
identical experimental conditions allows for extended
systematic studies.

This study confirmed the addition of oxygen to
generally decrease formation and transport yields for all
four carbonyl species at rather large concentrations. Hu-
midity was shown to bemore problematic for the formation
yield and compound speciation already at very low con-
centrations. The impact of air onto MCC formation for Mo
and Ru could be successfully modeled based on the pre-
viously obtained data for O2 andH2O. This confirms that the
effect of ambient air entering the system is caused by ox-
ygen and moisture. For Tc and Rh the model indicates a
more complex reaction pattern with the partly formation of
several volatile species.

Our work demonstrates that mostly the formation of
MCC’s is influenced by the gas-additives in the carrier gas
inside the reaction chamber. Secondary reactions during

the transport of the formed MCC’s are negligible. From a
practical perspective, this means ensuring the highest
achievable purity of the process gas at the point of reaction,
e.g., by placing purification columns as close to it as
possible, should be beneficial.

It must be expected that the heavier elements of the
corresponding groups of the periodic table are even more
sensitive towards O2 and H2O contaminations in the carrier
gas, although, e.g., the higher bond stabilities measured for
W(CO)6 and predicted for Sg(CO)6 must lead to a higher
transport stability of these compounds, once they are formed.
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